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Abstract.Given a Boolean formula in disjunctive normal form, the variable deletion
control set problem consists in nding a minimum cardinality set of variables whose
deletion from the formula results in a DNF satisfying some prescribed property.
Similar problems can be dened with respect to the xation of variables or the
deletion of terms in a DNF. In this paper, we investigate the complexity of such
problems for a broad class of DNF properties.
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1 Introduction
A large number of algorithmic problems on Boolean disjunctive normal forms (DNFs), such
as SAT,MAX-SAT, complementation, etc, are known to be computationally dicult, so that
polynomial solutions to most of these problems are only available for very special classes of
Boolean formulae. On the other hand, a trivial but fruitful observation is that, by xing
a suciently large subset of variables to specic values or by removing a suciently large
subset of terms, any DNF can be reduced to a highly structured one, displaying many special
properties. Accordingly, given a DNF  and a property , let us call control set any subset
of variables or terms whose \removal" from  results in a new DNF having property 
(\removal" means here either \xation" or \deletion"; we will be more specic below).
The notion of control set has been exploited by numerous researchers either to decompose
an original, hard problem into a collection of simpler ones, or to approximate the original
problem by a simpler one (see e.g. Boros, Crama, Hammer and Saks [2], Brayton et al. [4]
Buro and Kleine Buning [5], Chandru and Hooker [6], Gallo and Urbani [7], etc). In most
of theses investigations, a central issue is then to identify control sets of small cardinality.
This concern is often addressed in practice through various heuristics which rely on some
intuitive criterion in order to successively select the variables or terms to be included in the
control set.
By contrast, our main objective in this paper is to investigate the complexity of computing
minimum cardinality control sets, under various specications of this concept and for a wide
range of properties . In particular, we prove several generic results which assert that nding
minimum cardinality control sets is NP-hard for all properties  satisfying certain natural
assumptions. (Similar results regarding \control sets" of vertices or edges in graphs can be
found in Yannakakis [14].)
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic
denitions pertaining to Boolean formulae. Section 3 gives a precise description of the
problems to be investigated. Finally, Sections 4 and 5 contain our main results.
2 Denitions and notations
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of Boolean algebra, and we
only introduce here the notions that we explicitly use in the paper (see e.g. Brayton et al. [4]
or Muroga [12] for more details).
A disjunctive normal form (DNF) is a Boolean formula of the type
(x
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g is a set of n Boolean variables (each of which can take value either
0 or 1) and x
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is the complement of x
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is called a term of , for
k = 1; : : : ;m. The degree of term T
k




j, and the degree of  is the
maximum degree of its terms. We denote by  the DNF without terms and by 
 the DNF
consisting of a single term of degree zero (or, by abuse of notation, any DNF containing at
least one zero degree term).
It is customary to view any DNF  of the form (1) (or, more generally, any Boolean
expression) as dening a Boolean function, i.e. a mapping from f0; 1g
n
into f0; 1g: for any
assignment of 0  1 values to the variables (x
1
; : : : ; x
n
), the value of (x
1
; : : : ; x
n
) is simply
computed according to the usual rules of Boolean algebra (see e.g. Hammer and Rudeanu
[10]). In particular, (x) = 0 and 
(x) = 1 for all x 2 f0; 1g
n
.
A paradigmatic hard problem for Boolean formulae is the satisability problem (SAT).
When working with DNFs, this problem can be formulated as follows: given as input a DNF







) = 0 ? SAT is NP-complete for general DNFs, but several classes of DNFs for which
SAT is polynomially solvable have been extensively investigated in the literature. Prominent
among these are the classes of
 quadratic DNFs, i.e. DNFs of degree 2 or less;
 Horn DNFs, i.e. DNFs satisfying jN
k
j  1 for k = 1; : : : ;m;










Notice that the class of renamable Horn DNFs subsumes, in particular, the class ofmonotone,




does not appear in
, for i = 1; : : : ; n.
A class of DNFs generalizing all previous ones has been introduced in [1] and further
investigated in [2, 3]. In order to describe this class, let us consider again the DNF  given
by (1), and let us associate a real-valued variable (u) with each literal u. We can now dene

















) = 1 (i = 1; : : : ; n): (3)
(x
i
)  0; (x
i
)  0 (i = 1; : : : ; n): (4)
The DNF  is said to be q-Horn if the system (2)- (4) has a solution. In fact, if  is q-Horn,
then a half-integral solution to the system (2)-(4) always exists (see [1]), so that recognizing
q-Horn DNFs amounts to nding a f0;
1
2
; 1g solution of (2)-(4). (An ecient recognition
algorithm for q-Horn DNFs is given in [3]). Moreover, it is also shown in [1] that the class
of q-Horn DNFs contains all quadratic, Horn, and renamable Horn DNFs, and that SAT is
polynomially solvable for q-Horn DNFs.
In order to broaden the scope of our discussion, let us now call (DNF) property any subset
of DNFs which contains the trivial DNFs  and 
 (the proviso regarding  and 
 is not
essential, but will simplify the ensuing discussion). We say that DNF  has property  if
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 2 . In the sequel, we will consider a very broad class of DNF properties, restricted only
by certain basic requirements. More precisely, we denote by C the class of DNF properties
 which are:
(a) nontrivial : all DNFs of degree 1 have property , and there exists a DNF which does
not have property ;














also has property , for j = 1; : : : ;m.
It is easy to verify that all properties discussed above (quadratic, Horn, renamable Horn,
q-Horn, monotone) fall in the class C. Some other interesting Boolean properties, however,
like thresholdness (see Muroga [12]), do not lie in C.
Finally, we will also discuss the following notion: a DNF property  is said to be term






,  has property  if and only if all its terms
T
1
; : : : ; T
m
, viewed as DNFs, have property . Obviously, every term induced property is
hereditary under deletion of terms, but the converse relation does not necessarily hold. For
example, properties like quadratic or Horn are term induced, while renamable Horn, q-Horn
or monotone are not.
3 Removing variables or terms from DNFs
As mentioned in the Introduction, several authors have attempted to attack SAT and other
dicult Boolean problems by exploiting the subformulae with \nice" properties that can
be produced by \removing" variables or terms from an arbitrary DNF. We have explained
above what we mean by \nice" (viz. quadratic, Horn, q-Horn, etc). Let us now be more
specic about the meaning of \removing".
Fixing a variable x
i
, i = 1; : : : ; n, to the value 1 in  means removing x
i
from each term
of  where it appears and removing from  all terms that contain x
i
. The resulting DNF is
called the restriction of  to x
i





, then the restriction of  to x
i
= 1 is the DNF 
  1. On the other hand,
if all terms of  contain x
i
, then xing x
i
to 1 produces the DNF   0. (Notice that, in
terms of functions, all we are doing here is dening the restriction of the function (x) to
x
i
= 1. But since the relation between Boolean functions and DNFs is not one-to-one, we
need the more precise denition just given.)
Now, given a property , a DNF  and a subset of variables S  V , we say that S is a
variable xation control set (for short, a VF set) of  for property  if all restrictions of 
obtained by xing the variables in S to arbitrary 0-1 values have property .
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quadratic DNFs. It is also easy to check that there is no VF set of cardinality 1 in this
example. 2
When a VF set S is at hand (and if S is not too large), then SAT can be handled
by complete enumeration of S: x the variables of S in all (2
jSj
) possible ways, and solve
the SAT subproblems associated with the corresponding restrictions. As a matter of fact,
the concept of variable-xation control set has been used extensively since the inception of
Boolean theory. For instance, elimination methods for the solution of satisability problems,
such as the Davis-Putnam method, rely more or less explicitly on the enumeration of VF sets.
These methods usually proceed by xing variables until the resulting formula becomes either
monotone, or quadratic, or Horn (see e.g. Buro and Kleine Buning [5]). More generally, in [4],
VF sets for monotonicity are put to systematic use in the solution of several subproblems
arising in logic minimization. VF sets resulting in renamable Horn or q-Horn formulae have
also been recently considered in [2, 6, 13].
Several variants of VF sets will also be discussed in the sequel. A weak VF control set
for property  is a set of variables such that at least one assignment of 0-1 values to these
variables yields a restriction of  having property . Obviously, weak VF sets generalize VF
sets.
Example 1 (continued). For the DNF (5), the set fx
3
g is the smallest weak VF set
(by setting x
3








, which is quadratic). Notice, however, that fx
3
g
is not a VF set. 2
Deleting a variable x
i








is a linear term of , then this term vanishes (i.e. becomes 0)
when x
i
is deleted. We denote by  n S the DNF obtained by deleting a set S of variables
from . The set S is a variable deletion control set (VD set) of  for property  if  nS has
property .

















. It is easy to notice that this VD set for the
\quadraticity" property is of minimum cardinality. 2
Variable deletion has been recently investigated by Chandru and Hooker [6] and Truem-
per [13]. Although this operation is not really of an \algebraic" nature, it plays an interesting
role in the study of control sets, mostly because of its close relationship with variable xa-
tion. To clarify this relationship, let us rst record an elementary observation (see Chandru
and Hooker [6] for a special case of this result):
Proposition 1 Let property  be hereditary under deletion of terms and let  be an arbitrary
DNF. Then, every variable deletion control set of  for property  is a variable xation
control set of  for .
Proof It suces to establish the theorem for a variable deletion control set of size 1, say















are DNFs not involving x or x. If x and x are not linear terms of ,




















By assumption, (7) has property . Hence, by heredity, so do (8) and (9).
If x is a linear term of , then 
1
does not appear in (7) anymore, and the previous
argument does not apply. But in this case, the restriction (8) is simply 
, which satises
 (by denition of DNF properties), and (9) is identical to (7) (or is 
, if x is also a linear
term of ).
A symetrical argument applies when x is a linear term of . 2
The following example shows that, for properties which are hereditary under deletion of
terms, the concepts of VD set and VF set are usually distinct.


















































For the property \renamable Horn", the set fx
4
g is a minimum size variable xation control
set of 	. On the other hand, 	 has no variable deletion control set of size 1. 2
The relation between VF and VD control sets becomes even simpler for term induced
properties (see Example 1 above for an illustration):
Proposition 2 For term induced DNF properties, the concepts of variable deletion control
set and of variable xation control set are equivalent.
Proof Proceeding as in Proposition 1, we now assume that S = fxg is a VF set of  for
, and we only need to prove that S necessarily is a VD set of . Since  is term induced,
every term of (8) and of (9) has property . Therefore, (7) has property . 2
Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 imply that, for most algorithmic purposes, VD sets are
often just as useful as VF sets (although, as illustrated by Example 2, a minimal size VD set
can turn out to be larger than a minimal size VF set). On the other hand, VD sets have a
subtle advantage over VF sets. To see this, let us dene three decision problems associated
with an arbitrary property :
P
0
: Given a DNF , verify whether  has property .
P
1
: Given a DNF  and a subset S of variables, verify whether S is a variable xation
control set of  for property .
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P
2
: Given a DNF  and a subset S of variables, verify whether S is a variable deletion
control set of  for property .
Even if problem P
0
is easy, problem P
1




Proposition 3 For every property , any instance of problem P
2
can be reduced in poynomial




Proposition 3 is noteworthy to the extent that, for most properties considered in practice,




) is polynomially solvable. Together, Propositions
1, 2 and 3 motivate our interest in variable deletion control sets.
Finally, we introduce the concept of term deletion control sets (TD sets), i.e. sets of terms
which, when deleted from the DNF under consideration, produce a DNF having the specied
property . (Observe that this concept has already been implicitly used in our denition of
class C.)
Example 1 (continued). For DNF (5), the unique minimum cardinality term deletion















To every DNF , a TD set associates a DNF 	 such that 	(x)  (x) for all x 2 f0; 1g
n
.
Such a lower-bounding DNF 	 can be helpful in establishing inconsistency of the (SAT )
equation  = 0 (namely, if 	 = 0 is inconsistent, then so is  = 0). This observation has
been used by Gallo and Urbani [7] in a SAT algorithm, in which they systematically generate
TD sets for the \Horn" property.
Term deletion control sets also arise in the following framework. Let  be the DNF
property \ is satisable" or, more formally,  = f j(x) 6 1g [ f
g. (Note that we have
only added 
 to this set in order to abide by our denition of DNF properties.) Then, nding
a minimal TD set for  is equivalent to the well-known Maximum Satisability MAX- SAT
problem (see e.g. Garey and Johnson [8]).
Our aim in this note is to investigate the complexity of computing minimal cardinality
control sets, for each of the four types of control sets mentioned above and for various DNF
properties. Variable xation and variable deletion problems will be addressed in Section 4,
while term deletion problems will be treated in Section 5.
4 Variable deletion and variable xation control set
problems
The proofs in this section closely follow the proofs presented by Yannakakis in [14] for vertex
deletion problems in graphs. For our purpose, however, we nd it useful to extend some of
the graph-theoretic notions used in [14] to a Boolean framework.
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Consider again an arbitrary DNF of the form
(x
1


















With this DNF, we associate a graph G = G(). The vertex set of G is X = f1; : : : ; ng
(though, for convenience, we often identify X with V = fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g). The edges of G are
induced by the terms of  of degree two or more: more exactly, the edges of G are all pairs




for some k 2 f1; : : : ;mg.
Now, a component of  is simply a (connected) component of G. If S is a component of
, then, by a slight abuse of terminology, we also call \component of  " the DNF obtained
by deleting V n S from .
For every variable x 2 V , a component of  relative to x is a set of variables of the form
S [ fxg, where S is any component of  n fxg. Variable x is called a cut variable of  if the
number of components of  n fxg is strictly larger than the number of components of . (If
fxg is, in itself, a component of , then we extend the previous denitions by saying that
fxg is a component of  relative to x and that x is a cut variable of .)




; : : : ;
t
denote
























 : : :  n
ij
i
. Notice that the vector 
i
may depend on the
choice of the variable c
i
. We shall henceforth assume that c
i
is chosen in such a way that

i





is simply the number of variables of 
i
and we may pick c
i
arbitrarily.
Otherwise, our rule ensures that c
i
will be a cut variable of 
i
.





















lexicographic order. Then, the lexicographic order among the sequences () induces a
total preorder R among DNFs: for any two DNFs  and 	, we say that  is smaller than
	 in R if () 
L
(	) (this generalizes a denition introduced for graphs in [14]).
We now have all the basics needed for the proof of our rst theorem:
Theorem 1 Finding a minimum cardinality variable deletion control set is NP-hard for
every DNF property in class C.
Proof As mentioned before, our proof is inspired from [14]. Therefore, we only give here
the main elements of our proof, and we refer the reader to [14] for the missing details.
Let  be any property in C. We are going to provide a polynomial transformation from
the vertex cover problem to the VD set problem for . The vertex cover problem is the
following problem: given a graph G, nd a minimum vertex cover of G, i.e. nd a smallest
subset of vertices that meets all edges of G.
In order to describe the transformation, let 

be a smallest DNF in the preorder R with
the property that the disjunction of a suciently large number of independent copies of 

violates  (by \independent copies", we mean here \copies on disjoint sets of variables").
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The existence of 

follows immediately from the nontriviality of . We denote by K the
smallest number of independent copies of 

whose disjunction violates .




; : : : ;
t
denote the (DNF) components of 

, sorted by lexicograph-
ically nonincreasing - vectors. By nontriviality of , 
1
involves at least two variables.
Let c be the cut variable of 
1




be the largest component of 
1
relative to c, and let d be any variable of 
11
other than c. In the sequel, we assume that
the variables of 







; : : : ; x
r
; c; d).
Consider now an instance G = (U;A) of the vertex cover problem, with vertex set U =
fu
1
; : : : ; u
n
g and edge set A. It will be useful to view every edge of G as an ordered pair
(u; v), u; v 2 U . We also assume (without loss of generality) that G is connected.
First, we construct a DNF 	
G
as follows. We interpret every vertex u 2 U as a Boolean




; : : : ; x
uv
r








; : : : ; x
uv
r

















; : : : ; x
uv
r
; u; v): (12)
(Observe that each variable x
uv
i
appears in only one of the DNFs 	
uv
, whereas the variables
u and v may be common to several of these DNFs.)




; : : : ; G
nK
, and the correspond-

























be a smallest VD set of 	 and let C

be a smallest vertex cover of G. We are
going to establish the theorem by proving that, for any l 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
jC

j  l if and only if jS

j  nKl: (14)





(viewed as a set of variables), and
(ii) delete all but one copy of 
k
, for k = 2; : : : ; t.




After operation (i), since each edge of G has at least one endpoint in C

, each copy of 
1
in (12) has lost either the variable u (corresponding to c), or the variable v (corresponding






one copy of components 
2
; : : : ;
t
.







). Thus, by choice of 

, any disjunction
of independent copies of 	

G
must satisfy property .
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Now, consider the set S obtained by taking nK copies of C

(one for each copy of 	
G
in (13)). We claim that S is a variable deletion set of 	. Indeed, after deleting S from
	, we obtain a DNF which can alternatively be produced by deleting terms from nKjAj
independent copies of 	

G
(we need nKjAj copies here, in order to restore the copies of

2
; : : : ;
t
removed in operation (ii)). By our previous conclusions, and because property 
is hereditary under deletion of terms, this implies that S is a VD set of 	 for .
Since jSj = nKjC

j, we have established the \only if " part of (14).
(If ) Let us now suppose that the optimal vertex cover C

satises
l+ 1  jC

j  n   1; (15)
for some l 2 f1; : : : ; n  2g.
























(see (13)). Since 	

has property , whereas K independent copies of 

violate , there
must be at least (n  1)K + 1 indices i 2 f1; : : : ; nKg such that 






by deletion of terms. Let I be the set of all such indices:
jIj  (n  1)K + 1: (17)
Consider any index i 2 I. For notational simplicity, assume that 	
G
i
is given by (11)-(12).
By choice of i, S

must contain at least one variable from each copy of 

in the right-hand
side of (12). In other words, for each (u; v) 2 A, S





; : : : ; x
uv
r
. This immediately implies that the following set S

i






















(if either u or v is in S

, then we take it; otherwise, we take arbitrarily u).
From this denition, it follows that S

i






Moreover, the sets S

i










Now, since each S

i
is a vertex cover, we get in view of (15) and (17):
jS

j  [(n  1)K + 1]jC

j  [(n  1)K + 1](l + 1) = nKl + l+ 1 +K(n  1  l) > nKl:
This establishes the \if " part of (14) and the theorem. 2
Observe that Theorem 1 generalizes results in [6] and [13], where it is shown that the VD
set problem for the \renamable Horn" property is NP-hard.
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Theorem 2 Finding a minimum cardinality variable xation control set is NP-hard for every
DNF property in class C.
Proof A proof almost identical to that of Theorem 1 works here as well.
(Only if ) Using Proposition 1, the VD set S constructed above is also a VF set.
(If ) Let now S

be a smallest VF set of 	 (see 13) and 	

be the DNF obtained from 	 by
xing the variables in S

to arbitrary 0-1 values. Following with the exact same arguments
as in the necessity proof of Theorem 1 will lead to the same contradiction. 2
Theorem 3 Finding a minimum cardinality weak variable xation control set is NP-hard
for every DNF property in class C.
Proof Trivially follows from the proof of Theorem 2, since weak VF sets generalize VF
sets. 2
5 Term deletion control set problems
For term induced DNF properties, the term deletion control set problem is trivial to solve:
namely, the set of terms not having property  is the unique minimum size TD set for
property .
By contrast, for DNF properties which are not term induced, nding control sets of terms
may become hard. We will illustrate this for two special cases.
First we prove a simple lemma.
Lemma 1 A quadratic DNF  without linear terms is renamable Horn if and only if the
equation  = 0 is consistent.
Proof A quadratic DNF  without linear terms is Horn if and only if the point x =
(0; 0; : : : ; 0) is a solution of (x) = 0. The result directly follows from this observation. 2
Theorem 4 Finding a minimum cardinality term deletion control set for the property
\renamable Horn" is NP-hard.
Proof Due to the preceding lemma, this result is a corollary of the NP-completeness of
MAX 2-SAT (i.e., given as input a quadratic DNF  and a positive integer k , does  have
a TD set of size k for the property \satisable" ?). 2
Theorem 5 Finding a minimum cardinality term deletion control set for the property
q-Horn is NP-hard.
Proof We shall proceed by reducing 3-SAT to our problem. Indeed, let  be an input

















represents either a variable or its complement
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(i = 1; : : : ;m). Consider the following DNF 
0
as input to the TD control set problem for
the property q-Horn (where e
i
















































































































































































































) (up to obvious
symmetries), as well as the number of inequalities of type (2) that they satisfy in the system
of inequalities (2)-(4).
We claim that 16m of the inequalitites of type (2) can be satised simultaneously if and
only if the equation  = 0 is consistent. Indeed, if there exists a solution of  = 0, then at






must be set to zero in this solution for each i = 1; : : : ;m.














) = 0, then it can be checked from
Table 1 that we obtain an assignment satisfying 16m of the inequalities (2). Conversely, no








), at most 16 inequalities can






) = 1 or if
at least one of these is assigned a value
1
2
, then at most 15 inequalities can be satised for
i = 1; : : : ;m.
Therefore, the identication of a minimum cardinality term deletion control set of 
0
for
the q-Horn property provides a solution of the equation  = 0, or proves that the equation
is inconsistent. 2
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1 1 1 0 14
1
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1 14
Table 1:
